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Introduction 

State policy leaders now face—or soon will encounter—critical decisions

about their colleges and universities for two reasons: First, the success of

American colleges and universities over the last half-century has given rise to

high societal expectations. Second, unprecedented challenges to higher edu-

cation are emerging from substantial demographic, technological, economic,

and organizational transformations in our society. Two policy approaches are

possible. At one extreme, most institutional pre s s u res urge reliance on past

success, and offer the advantage of organizational stability and pre d i c t a b i l i t y,

but also the possible disadvantage of failing to meet new needs in a rapidly

changing environment. At the other extreme, significant org a n i z a t i o n a l

changes may be re q u i red to respond to market pre s s u res and to the pace of

dramatic societal transformations, but such response can bring the possible

disadvantages of organizational instability, and of unintentionally discard-

ing hard-earned lessons of the past. This tension between continuity and

change will characterize the early decades of the next century. Problems and

solutions will be difficult to identify; framing them for purposeful policy

adaptation will be even more challenging. 

This paper is based upon a multi-state study of state governing stru c-

t u res for higher education.1 For the full text of the study, including detailed

s p e c i fic case analyses, please refer to Designing State Higher Education Systems
for a New Century, to be published in December 1998 by Oryx Press. Our pur-

pose in this paper is to trace and summarize the complexity of general pat-

terns in higher education governance that our study revealed. We wish to de-

scribe the structural relationships that deeply affect institutional effic a c y, and

t h e re f o re must inform higher educational policy decisions. Most importantly,

we found that state policy strikes a balance—sometimes explicitly, some-

times by default—between the influence of the market (defined broadly as

f o rces external to state government and higher education) and the influ e n c e

of systems or institutions of higher education. An effective balance within

and across three policy levels—the macro state policy environment, system

design, and practical work pro c e s s e s — p romotes the general welfare. The

goal of state policy, then, is to exercise state authority to achieve public priori-

ties by balancing, within and across complex policy levels, the influence of

academic institutions and the influence of the market, broadly defined. 

In Part I below, we summarize the current context of change, the chal-

lenges that led us to our study of the policy implications of stru c t u res. Part II

describes the re s e a rch and the conceptual framework that was developed as

a result of that re s e a rch. In Part III, we discuss the policy implications of this
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re s e a rch and suggest that states can improve their responses to impending

challenges by developing and aligning three levels of policy direction. The

concluding Part IV returns to the importance of public policy and policy

leadership in achieving balance among institutional and market forces in the

context of continuity and change.
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I. The Context: 
A Changing Public Policy Environment

The issues and pre s s u res facing higher education have changed dramatically

since the state and national policy debates in the 1960s and 1970s. And these

issues are still changing. What are the public purposes of higher education?

What do states and the nation need from higher education? What will they

need 10 or 20 years from now? How adequate for the next century are the

public policies and system designs that have been adopted and re fined by

states over the past half-century? What policy changes—and what continu-

ities—in stru c t u re, governance, finance, and accountability will facilitate

adaptations to new circumstances and expectations? These questions are

o v e r a rching ones that public policy must address. 

At the threshold of the 21s t c e n t u r y, public policy decisions must re-

spond to a wide variety of far- reaching changes taking place throughout so-

c i e t y. The following significant shifts will, we believe, have serious impacts

on colleges and universities. 

1. Higher Education and Social Stratific a t i o n . Is the gap between the rich and the

poor widening and hardening? Evidence is accumulating about income in-

equalities in America—about the contrasting life expectations of those with

college degrees and those without.2 M o re than at any previous time, educa-

tion and training beyond high school are necessary conditions for middle

class life. For individuals and for society, public policy must assure the devel-

opment of human talent, and higher education is more critical than ever to

such development.

2. I n c reasing Enrollment Demand. After more than a decade of relative stability,

the nation’s high school graduating classes will begin to grow dramatically in

the late 1990s, and continue to grow at least until 2008. Some sunbelt states

will experience increases as large as 51 percent. Only four states and the

District of Columbia are expected to have declines. Overall, the high school

graduating class of 2008 is projected to reach an all-time high of 3.2 million

students, 26 percent more than in 1996. This growth will occur when class-

rooms are already overflowing with students in many of the most impacted

states, and it will be greatest in states that are also experiencing changes in

the ethnic composition of their younger populations. 3 Only recently have the

implications of this potential tidal wave of new college students been re c o g-

nized by policy leaders. 
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3. P re s s u res of Cost Containment. The last major expansion of higher education

was in response to the baby boom cohort, taking place when public budgets

w e re growing rapidly. The next dramatic increase in student numbers will

coincide with projected federal and state fiscal constraints and gro w i n g

public resistance to tuition increases. Competition from other social servic-

es—the public schools, health services, welfare, and corrections—will re q u i re

colleges and universities to tighten their belts. In this difficult financial con-

text, state governments will revisit policy commitments to instruction, re-

s e a rch and public service—the broad array of benefits historically associated

with higher education. For states faced with growing demand for college op-

p o r t u n i t y, whether from high school graduates or older citizens or both, new

patterns of public investment and cost containment are likely to be needed.4

4. E roding Consensus on Financial Support. Earlier national consensus on the al-

location of financial responsibility for higher education has eroded substan-

t i a l l y. In the 1980s and 1990s, without any explicit policy decision, the nation

drifted into a policy of heavy reliance on student debt financing of college,

implicitly treating higher education as a private benefit for which re c i p i e n t s

should shoulder ever larger shares of the costs. An economy that demands

m o re and better educated citizens operates at cross-purposes with public

policies that make access more difficult and more expensive.5 

5. G rowing Concerns About Quality. Although access and cost appear to be the

public’s main concerns, those who are most supportive of higher education’s

purposes and most knowledgeable about its functions are increasingly criti-

cal of how well it works. The competence of some college graduates and their

capacity to function effectively in an advanced economy is no longer taken

for granted. Interviews and focus groups with leaders in communities acro s s

America show a concern about higher education’s effectiveness. Public

policy does not—and should not—specify the content and design of instru c-

tional programs. But policy should include responsibility for seeing that

higher education performance meets public needs, and for recognizing and

supporting quality assurance mechanisms.6

6. The Powerful, Unpredictable Impact of Electronic Technologies. Technology has

a l ready revolutionized re s e a rch and has had a major impact on college and

university administration. How will technology affect the quality and acces-

sibility of instruction on- and off-campus? Technology is already stimulating

g reater competition and the entry of new providers of higher education. A n d

technology threatens the efficacy and relevance of many policies that are

p redicated upon geography, such as institutional service areas, regional 
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a c c reditation, and, some would say, state boundaries themselves. 

These wide-ranging challenges are not trivial. So formidable are they that in

1997 the Commission on National Investment in Education found them “a

time bomb ticking under the nation’s social and economic foundations.”7 T h e

challenges are particularly daunting because so many are at the heart of

public policy, where both governmental and individual aspirations intersect

with the re s o u rces available to realize them. 

3
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II. The Research: A New Analytic Model of 
State Higher Education Governance Structures

Can existing state higher education systems meet the challenges of a new

century? Elected leaders have responded to this question by showing new in-

t e rest in the performance of their higher education systems. Many have

called for re s t ructuring by using terms that echo the language of the corpo-

rate and governmental sectors. Restructuring proposals have ranged fro m

discontinuing statewide coordinating or system governing boards to cre a t-

ing new ones. Our seven-state study observed no clear trends in the kinds of

re s t ructuring taking place, as states approach similar problems with widely

d i ff e rent solutions. Indeed, this absence of trends or patterns in state re s t ru c-

turing convinced us of the need for a deeper understanding of how perform-

ance and system design are related. 

TH E SE V E N- STAT E CO M PA R AT I V E ST U D Y

Our study defined a state system of higher education to include elected offi-

cials, executive and legislative agencies, and state pro c e d u res for re g u l a t i o n

and finance, as well as public and private postsecondary colleges and univer-

sities. The purpose of the study was to improve understanding of how diff e r-

ences in state governance stru c t u res affect performance. We also wanted to

e x p l o re how governance stru c t u re affects the strategies that state policy

makers devise as they encourage institutions to respond to contextual

change and new state priorities.

The criteria used to select the study states were designed to minimize

d i ff e rences among participants in terms of size and diversity of student pop-

ulations, and to maximize diff e rences in stru c t u re. The seven states selected

(California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan, New York, and Texas) were

among the top 20 in the nation in terms of both the size and diversity of their

student populations. Between September 1994 and September 1996, we col-

lected documents, examined archival data, and conducted interviews. Over

200 individuals were interviewed: members of governors’ staffs; state legisla-

tors; members of higher education coordinating or governing boards or com-

missions; current and former state higher education agency officials; state

budget officers; legislative budget analysts; trustees, presidents, and staff at

the campus, subsystem and system levels; and re p resentatives of faculty or-

ganizations. In addition to our review of all available documentation, Kent

Halstead of Research Associates of Washington was commissioned to identi-

fy the principal operating variables for state-level public higher education

systems, and to comment on these for the seven states in the study. Case
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studies integrated all sources of data for each state, and were reviewed for ac-

curacy by knowledgeable insiders in each state. 

TR A D I T I O N A L EX A M I N AT I O N S O F GO V E R N A N C E ST R U C T U R E S

The nature of the state role in governing higher education has been the sub-

ject of debate in the higher education literature for the last 40 years, as re fle c t-

ed in the widely varying approaches states have taken to organizing their

higher education systems. The question has typically been framed as one of

institutional autonomy versus state authority, or centralization versus decen-

t r a l i z a t i o n .8 After World War II, concern about institutional autonomy fo-

cused on the state agencies that were established primarily to manage enro l l-

ment growth. As a result, the generally accepted taxonomies have

distinguished three basic types of state stru c t u res: consolidated governing

b o a rds, coordinating boards and planning agencies.9

Consolidated governing board states have legal management and contro l

responsibilities for a single institution or a cluster of institutions.1 0 Tw e n t y -

four states have consolidated governing boards. Twenty-four c o o r d i n a t i n g
board states assign responsibility for some or all of nine functions (planning,

policy leadership, policy analysis, mission definition, academic pro g r a m

re v i e w, budgetary processes, student financial assistance, accountability sys-

tems, and institutional authorization) to a single agency other than a govern-

ing board. Two planning agency states, Michigan and Delaware, do not have

an organization with authority that extends much beyond voluntary plan-

ning and convening.11

Our study revealed that these three designations, despite their earlier

usefulness, are now insufficient for examining the relationships between

public policy and the state systems that overarch individual institutions. The

most comprehensive efforts to classify diff e rences in these ways fall short of

capturing the full complexity of state stru c t u res during a period of change,

particularly those stru c t u res in the more populous states. Anew conceptual

framework is needed, we believe, one that can account not only for the

uniqueness of each state’s higher education stru c t u res, but also for each

unique state public policy environment. 

Our study addressed policy issues and complexities by considering the

historical, economic, political, and demographic context of higher education

in each state—by explicit attention to such factors as the constitutional

powers of the governor,1 2 the various roles of the legislature and state higher

education agencies, and the public and private, two- and four-year institu-

tions in the state. As a result, we formulated a more complex and accurate

model for analysis.
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A NE W CO N C E P T U A L FR A M E W O R K

Traditional classifications of higher education stru c t u res define systems

along a single dimension that contrasts centralization and decentralization—

in other words, in terms of an institution’s autonomy in relation to the state.

The focus of most discussion has been on the state agency and the powers ex-

hibited by that agency. While this is an important dimension, we have come

to believe that additional structural relationships need to be addressed. Our

study suggests that state governance stru c t u res must be considered in at least

two ways. First, the policy enviro n m e n t determines the role that state govern-

ment plays in balancing the often competing influences of pro f e s s i o n a l

values on the one hand and the market on the other. Second, the system design
or structural environment includes the decisions that states make in design-

ing their higher education systems.

Policy Environment

The distribution of authority between the state and higher education ulti-

mately re flects the interests articulated by groups both inside and outside of

government, as these interests are realized in public policy and policy priori-

ties. The higher education system in each state operates in a policy enviro n-

ment that is the result of balancing—or altering the balance among—the

sometimes conflicting interests of academic institutions and, as we define it,

the market. Each state—and each state is unique—balances these influ e n c e s

a c c o rding to its own policies and priorities; there is no ideal or permanent

balance. 

The interests of academic institutions are familiar influences in the his-

tory and literature of higher education policy. Our use of “market” forces is

not. The “market,” for our purposes, is the broad array of interests and influ-

ences that are e x t e r n a l to the formal stru c t u res of both state government and

higher education. Our concept of the market is thus much broader than that

of economists. It does include economic influences, such as competitive pre s-

s u res, user satisfaction, and cost and price. But it also includes other quantifi-

able factors such as demographic characteristics and projections, and less

q u a n t i fiable influences such as political pre s s u res, public confidence, and the

availability of new technologies. 

Our understanding of state policy environment draws upon the work

of Gareth Williams in the area of higher education finance. Williams defin e s

the role of government in shaping the way market forces and pro f e s s i o n a l

values influence the delivery of higher education services.1 3 Under Wi l l i a m s ’

model, the role of the state changes as the competing claims shift among

state, market and academic interests. Among the state roles Williams 
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describes are pro m o t e r, re f e ree and consumer supporter. 

In reconsidering higher education governance, our study identifie d

four state policy roles along a continuum from state-provided higher educa-

tion to the state-as-consumer role described by some advocates of privatiza-

tion. The state as p ro v i d e r subsidizes higher education services with little

re g a rd for the market, as we define that term. As re g u l a t o r, the state specifie s

the relationship between institutions and the market by controlling user

c h a rges, constraining administrative discretion in using re s o u rces, and gen-

erally managing institutional operations. As consumer advocate, the state di-

rects some funding for higher education to students, thereby increasing the

i n fluence of their market choices on institutional behavior. Astate engages in

s t e e r i n g by structuring the market for higher education services to attain out-

comes consistent with governmental priorities.1 4 The inclusion of private

higher education institutions in the design of state systems is one example of

steering, as are vouchers that students may use to purchase approved servic-

es from any pro v i d e r. 

All states exhibit some characteristics of each of these four policy ro l e s .

Although one role will typically dominate more than others (for instance, the

state may tend to lean more towards the market than to the institutions), the

schematic model re p resents a continuum, not four distinct types. 

System Design 

The second dimension of our conceptual model is system design, or the

s t ructural environment. States make four kinds of decisions when they

design systems of higher education:

1 . Decisions about governance s t r u c t u re s establish lines of authority

and accountability between state government and pro v i d e r s .

2 . Decisions about m i s s i o n divide responsibilities for achieving

higher education goals among types of institutions.

3 . Decisions about c a p a c i t y determine the availability, quality, and lo-

cation of educational programs and services.

4 . Decisions about work pro c e s s e s e ffect important day-to-day gover-

nance and administrative practices, including: (1) collecting and

disseminating information about performance; (2) prescribing the

framework for budgeting; (3) allocating responsibilities for moni-

toring program quality and redundancy; and (4) pro v i d i n g

arrangements for encouraging higher education institutions to see

themselves as a system and to work together on such tasks as

school-to-college transitions and student transfer.

7
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Our study led us to characterize state governance stru c t u res for higher 

education systems as segmented, unifie d , or f e d e r a l. In the most segmented sys-
t e m s, multiple governing boards are each responsible for one or more institu-

tions. There is no effective state agency with substantial responsibility for all

higher education. State government reserves only the power to determine

the appropriation each institution receives each year. Each governing board

and its appointed executive re p resent institutional interests directly to state

government through the budgeting process. Four-year institutions and com-

munity colleges may each have their own separate arrangements for volun-

tary coordination to identify areas where they are willing to cooperate in

dealing with state government and with each other. 

In u n i fied systems, a single governing board manages all degre e - g r a n t i n g

higher education institutions and re p resents them in discussions with gover-

nors and legislators. Unified systems are characterized by interd e p e n d e n c e ,

common rules, and common ways of communicating and measuring.

Participants feel part of both the larger system and the institution to which

they owe their primary allegiance.15 

Federal systems have a statewide board responsible for collecting and

distributing information, advising on the budget, planning programs from a

statewide perspective, and encouraging articulation. Like their unified coun-

terparts, federal systems emphasize interdependence, common rules, and

common ways of communicating and measuring. To these characteristics,

they add separation of powers and subsidiarity. Separation of powers di-

vides responsibilities for re p resenting the public interest (monitoring inputs,

performance, and institutional accountability) from responsibilities for gov-

erning institutions (strategic direction, management accountability and insti-

tutional advocacy). The former are carried out by the coordinating board and

the latter by institutional or system governing boards. Subsidiarity safe-

g u a rds the legitimate roles of institutions by limiting the size and influence of

central system agencies. 

It is important to note that these categories of system design re p resent a

continuum rather than discrete categories. Design characteristics tend to lean

m o re towards one type of stru c t u re than another, but there are no absolutes. 

Alignment Between the Policy Environment and System Design

The relationship between the policy environment and system design is criti-

cal to our conceptual framework. The role of the state as re g u l a t o r, for exam-

ple, works at cross-purposes with the deference to professional values that

characterizes the most segmented systems. The regulator role is consistent

with more centralized bureaucratic models, including the unified model. A

8
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federal system may work well in a steering environment, but does not work

well in an environment dominated by the state-as-provider role. In order to

perform eff e c t i v e l y, systems must be compatible with the policy enviro n-

ments in which they function. 

Thus, our conceptual framework suggests that statewide governance of

higher education is best understood as the result of interaction between a

policy enviro n m e n t shaped by government strategies to achieve balance

among academic interests and market forces; and a system design that deter-

mines provider responsibilities, capacities and linkages to each other and to

elected leaders. In the following section, as we consider the policy implica-

tions of these levels of policy direction, we find it useful to separate opera-

tional work processes (defined above, page 7) from system design, and there-

by consider work pro c e s s e s to be a third tier of policy practicum. As we re v e a l

in the next section, this new framework allows for a more complex under-

standing of the overall system stru c t u re. It is more useful than traditional

c l a s s i fications in explaining, among other performance variables, the extent

to which systems identify and respond to policy priorities, and balance

public and professional intere s t s .

9
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III. Policy Implications

As our study makes apparent, state systems of higher education are stru c-

t u red in a variety of ways. Each state system offers diff e rent tools and oppor-

tunities to those charged with leading it, and some of these tools are more

useful than others in adapting to conditions that are likely to dominate the

f u t u re. Less obvious, but equally real, are the diff e rent incentives, explicit and

implicit, off e red by each state to assert its policy priorities. The first section

below points out the need for each state to assess the capacity of its existing

higher education system to meet the particular challenges that the state will

face. The second section suggests, in broad terms, how the results of our

study can be applied to policy analysis to resolve issues that arise from the as-

sessment. 

STAT E EX P E C TAT I O N S: AS S E S S I N G PE R F O R M A N C E

D i ffering combinations of policy roles and system designs result in diff e r i n g

capacities to meet future challenges. Some states may be well pre p a red for

the future; others may not. Each state has the responsibility to its citizens to

assess the capacity of its colleges and universities to respond to the substan-

tial changes that the next several decades are likely to bring. The pro b a b i l i t y

of seminal change in higher education is sufficiently great, we believe, for

concerned policy leaders to a s s u m e that new issues and problems will arise

and to take steps to explore that assumption. To pre p a re for this, each state

should ask three fundamental sets of questions about the state as a whole, not

about particular institutions or their org a n i z a t i o n .

F i r s t, what does the state need and expect of its colleges and universi-

ties, including public and private institutions? What factors—economic, de-

mographic and technological, for example—are likely to influence future

needs and expectations? 

S e c o n d, how well does the current performance of colleges and universi-

ties meet state and public needs and expectations? A re there gaps in pro g r a m

o fferings? In accessibility? In quality? A re realistic plans in place for fil l i n g

these gaps? How well pre p a red are the state and its colleges and universities

to meet projected future needs? 

And t h i r d, if there is a gap between higher education performance and

state needs—or if it appears that projected needs cannot be met without

major changes—what options do state government and the institutions have

to remedy the situation?

Implicit in these broad questions about expectations and performance

a re much more specific concerns about: 
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• Educational Attainment. Does the educational attainment of the

state’s citizens match the state’s plans or aspirations for enhancing

individual opportunity and economic development? In what are a s

is such attainment adequate? In what areas is it lacking? 

• E n ro l l m e n t s. How many students will be expected to enroll in the

years 2000, 2005 and 2010? In which institutions? How, if at all, will

the economic, geographic and ethnic composition of the enro l l-

ment pool differ from that at present? If the diff e rences are sub-

stantial, what are their implications for pro g r a m s ?

• C o s t s. What are the present costs of educating college and universi-

ty students, and how do these differ across types of institutions?

How are these costs distributed between the state and the student?

Based on state revenue projections, are these costs sustainable for

the foreseeable future ?

• Institutional and Programmatic Adequacy. A re the types of institu-

tions sufficiently diverse in programs and locations to serve all

people in the state? Is the current mix of programs that has evolved

f rom past needs—graduate, professional, baccalaureate, technical,

and occupational—appropriate for the future? Is the state taking

advantage of the capacity and programs of private institutions?

How well are the state and its institutions of higher education pre-

p a red to utilize the new electronic technologies to address access

needs and the improvement of quality and productivity? 

In a few states, much of the information needed to answer these kinds of

questions may be readily available. In most, however, answers will not be so

easy to find, and this is particularly true for questions re g a rding state and re-

gional needs and costs. Because the state policy emphasis has been focused

so heavily on institutions, institutional projections and aspirations are more

likely to be available than aggregated information about whether the totality

of current and future institutional efforts can meet current and anticipated

needs. State costs of student financial aid, a non-institutional cost, must be

f a c t o red in, and program cost analyses should be disaggregated by level—

that is, lower division at community colleges, and undergraduate and gradu-

ate at four-year institutions. Information on the qualitative dimensions, par-

ticularly on the performance of the system, is extremely difficult to fin d .

Despite increasing state use of performance indicators, there is little agre e-

ment on criteria for measuring institutional performance. 

An initial assessment, particularly if it is based on expert opinion, may

support the conclusion that higher education performance is meeting public

needs, responding to state policy priorities, and poised to address fore s e e a b l e
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f u t u re needs. Policy leaders—governors and key legislators—should re v i e w

such findings with care. Elected and appointed higher education officers and

their staffs in most states are, as we and others have found, reasonably satis-

fied with the status quo, and are likely to prefer it over any proposed alterna-

tive. This bias toward the “devil that is known,” can keep leaders from asking

h a rd questions that produce unwanted answers and may suggest the need

for difficult action now to resolve a problem that will arise only in the f u t u re.1 6

Even more troublesome for college and university faculty and administrators

is the prospect of confronting adaptive problems that re q u i re responses fro m

outside the system’s existing re p e r t o i re. Clark Kerr notes: 

One must be impressed with the endurance and the quiet

power of the professoriate, and particularly of the senior pro-

fessors, to get their way in the long run—and that way at all

times and in all places is mostly the preservation of the status

quo in terms of governance and fin a n c e .1 7

As we learned from our study, current faculty and administrative leaders

may argue that all problems can be resolved with adequate financial support

while concurrently believing that needed re s o u rces will not be forthcoming. 

In many states, an initial assessment of higher education performance

in meeting current and projected challenges is likely to reveal several gaps, as

we found among the states we studied. More students are expected than can

be accommodated by existing institutions as they currently operate. Or em-

ployers believe that job applicants lack sufficient skills and that existing insti-

tutions do not offer them. Or the mix of state-subsidized programs may be

skewed toward the pre f e rences of the most prestigious institutions—that is,

t o w a rd over-investment in graduate programs and re s e a rch and away fro m

u n d e rgraduate and occupational needs. There may be an over-abundance of

less-than-distinguished graduate programs. Or there may be evidence of

p roblems such as these, but insufficient information to define their serious-

ness with precision. Many states that face this gap in information are unable

to assess the capacity of their state’s public and private higher education in

relation to current and future public needs—or even to agree on the appro-

priate information on which to base such an assessment. Such a finding in

itself may point to policy or design problems, or both. 

NE X T ST E P S: CO N N E C T I N G PR O B L E M S W I T H SO L U T I O N S

Many problems that arise at the intersection of state government and higher

education are technical issues that are ro u t i n e l y, often informally, re s o l v e d .

The p o l i c y questions we are concerned with here, however, center on the

strategic or adaptive capacity of a complex s y s t e m to respond in the f u t u re t o
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societal needs that neither fit neatly into the current pattern of institutional

responses nor re flect the pre f e rences of most academic professionals. These

issues are not routine. They re q u i re the attention and response of a state’s

highest policy makers, not by imposing simplistic answers, but by cre a t i n g

conditions that marshal the knowledge and influence of educational leaders

and experts to help the public reach informed judgments about the shape

and direction of their future interests. 

If an initial assessment of the performance of and projected challenges

facing higher education suggests a lack in capacity (as re flected in unmet

needs or insufficient information), deeper probing becomes essential. We

suggest two areas for such probing: the incentives and disincentives fostere d

by the state p o l i c ye n v i ro n m e n t, and the allocation of responsibilities as deter-

mined by system design. For purposes of policy analysis in a particular state, it

is also helpful to consider the most pragmatic effects of these in day-to-day

governance and administrative practices, i.e. in the work processes (defin e d

above, page 7). We can thus distinguish the tools available through the key

work processes as a distinct and third level of enquiry. If a higher education

system is to accomplish more than its aggregated campuses could do indi-

v i d u a l l y, it is in these three areas that solutions can be developed. In examin-

ing higher education’s performance relative to present and future state

needs, problems and solutions appear at one or more of these three levels of

analysis, and in the interactions among elements of all three. 

BA L A N C I N G IN S T I T U T I O N A L A N D MA R K E T IN F L U E N C E S

In each state we studied, policy direction at all three levels—policy enviro n-

ment, system design, and work processes—had an impact on performance,

though the substance of these influences varied across the study states. A t

each of these three levels, public policy should seek to balance the influ e n c e

of the market and the influence of institutions in ways that promote the gen-

eral welfare. Societal and institutional interests are not necessarily inimical.

Most of what is valued by institutions and academic professionals serves the

public welfare—academic freedom, high quality instruction, competent

graduates, and excellent re s e a rch, for example. But educational pro f e s s i o n a l s

and institutions have their own interests that may not always re flect the

common good. Derek Bok says it well:

No good book was ever written on command, nor can good

teaching occur under duress. And yet, conceding this, the fact

remains that left entirely to their own devices academic com-

munities are no less prone than other professional org a n i z a-

tions to slip unconsciously into complacent habits, inward -
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looking standards of quality, self-serving canons of behavior.

To counter these tendencies, there will always be a need to

engage the outside world in a lively, continuing debate over

the university’s social re s p o n s i b i l i t i e s .1 8

The interests of institutions are usually articulated in views of quality that are

e x p ressed primarily in terms of in p u t s— s t a ffing ratios, funding and salary

levels, selectivity in admissions, support of re s e a rch and graduate pro-

grams—and p ro c e s s e s, such as shared governance. The public interest may

well include many of these inputs and processes, but it concerns primarily

the o u t c o m e s or p e r f o r m a n c e of colleges and universities, and the impact of

these on both individuals and society. 

The goal of state policy, then, is to use state authority to achieve public

priorities by b a l a n c i n g the interests of institutions and educational pro f e s s i o n-

als with broader societal concerns. Balancing these interests does suggest the

p resence of tension. Human societies are dynamic and the social stru c t u re s

that serve them must change as well. States that uncritically preserve policies

and systems that were created to respond to a diff e rent set of priorities may

be indulging either the self-serving tendencies of institutions or the most im-

mediate demands of the market at the expense of emerging needs of gre a t e r

long-term consequence. 

As state policy makers attempt to strike an appropriate balance between

institutional interests and market forces, they have a wide array of options to

achieve their objectives, as outlined by the four policy roles we have de-

scribed (see above, page 7): providing re s o u rces, regulating, consumer advo-

c a c y, and steering. For instance, states can restrict or encourage competition;

they can create new providers, such as the Western Governors’ University;

they can offer incentives to new or existing private or non-pro fit programs of

higher education; or they can seek to protect the student markets of existing

institutions by impeding the entry of new providers. States can fund students

d i rectly on the basis of merit or need or both, or they can fund institutions.

They can support institutions on a “maintain the asset” basis, on the basis of

performance, or on the basis of performance and competition. They can act

as the principal owner and operator of institutions (the maintenance ap-

p roach). Or they can act as a consumer in the marketplace, purchasing in-

s t ruction and re s e a rch from the public and private institutions that meet state

access, quality and cost re q u i rements. They can create centralized or federal

governance stru c t u res, or they can leave each college and university to the

exclusive guidance of its own board. They can regulate or create systems and

agencies to manage and administer colleges and universities; they can have

p rocedural accountability through extensive rules and control mechanisms;
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or they can hold institutions accountable for results and outcomes. 

While all of these policy-effecting options are exercised in some form

s o m e w h e re, most states employ a particular combination of options that has

resulted from ad hoc responses to economic conditions or political pro b l e m s

that appeared at an earlier time in the state’s history. Few states explicitly use

policy to balance market and institutional interests to assure the right combi-

nation for their current priorities. We hold that greater awareness of options

at all three levels of policy direction will lead to more intentional use of public

policy to pursue specific priorities, as well as to more systematic and useful

policy analysis. 

1. The Policy Environment: Macro Policy Level 

Each state’s broadest policy level—policy environment—includes a wide

range of factors and conditions that current state leaders inherit as well as

a ffect: the relative authority of the executive and legislative branches of state

government, the capacity of the state to support higher education, the pro-

portion of state budgets devoted to higher education, the status of institu-

tions that are constitutionally protected or are exempted from taxes, pro h i b i-

tions against direct financial support of non-public educational institutions,

the relative emphasis upon appropriations to institutions versus direct state

support to students, the existence and roles of private as well as public col-

leges and universities, and the ways public finance is shaped by the initiative

p rocess, including constraints upon tax revenues or expenditures. Even less

malleable elements at this level are the state’s political culture and traditions,

as well as demographic and economic factors that affect higher education,

government and the market. 

The structural or governance aspects of the policy environment may

d i rect state policies toward institutional pre f e rences or toward re s p o n s i v e-

ness to external forces, characterized in this study as the market.

Constitutional status, for instance, substantially insulates some institutions

f rom state procedural controls, as well as from the market. Another example

might be state policy that dedicates substantial portions of state fin a n c i a l

support to portable grants to students. Such a policy would strengthen the

i n fluence of the market and enhance institutional responsiveness to students.

Constitutional status in Georgia, California and Michigan insulates

some or all institutions from state procedural controls. Astate policy like the

G e o rgia HOPE scholarships allocates major financial support to students,

s t rengthening both the market for educational services and institutional re-

sponsiveness to student demands. Georgia combines a governance model

that is characterized by constitutional protection, with student financing that
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seeks to stimulate market sensitivity. In other words, Georgia is balancing in-

stitutional and market influences to encourage performance that is re s p o n-

sive to its policy priorities. 

2. The System Design Level

In its system design, a state determines the shape and capacity of its higher

education system, the assignment of specific responsibilities for achieving

higher education goals, and the lines of authority and accountability between

state government and institutions. System design policy direction is shaped

by and interacts with the macro level (or state policy environment) above,

which includes constitutional limitations on revenues or appropriations and

institutional or system constitutional status. System design also gives shape

to the work processes or policy direction level below it, including: defin i n g

who is responsible for collecting and reporting information about perform-

ance, prescribing the framework for budgeting, allocating responsibilities for

monitoring program quality and re d u n d a n c y, and specifying arrangements

for collaboration across institutional boundaries. 

H i s t o r i c a l l y, each public college or university had its own governing

b o a rd, and each dealt directly with state executives and legislature s .19 O v e r

time, the number of campuses increased, as did the number and seriousness

of statewide issues. Likewise, state governments grew and became more bu-

reaucratic (we do not use the term pejoratively). As the task of managing

state higher education became more complex, most states attempted to sim-

plify and coordinate management responsibilities by aggregating or consoli-

dating individual campuses into overall system designs. For the seven states

in this study, we have characterized the system designs resulting from these

historical processes as u n i fied, segmented, or f e d e r a l ( d e fined above, page 8).

G e o rgia has established a unified system with a single statewide board .

Other states have maintained institutional boards, but all except a very few

interposed a state higher education agency between the colleges and univer-

sities on the one hand, and the governor and legislature on the other. In these

states, some, but not all, institutions may be grouped under a multicampus

b o a rd. 

Segmented state systems are usually found where the state policy envi-

ronment tends to favor academic professional interests and to isolate higher

education from market forces and from government regulation. No eff e c t i v e

state agency has substantial responsibility for all higher education, and mul-

tiple governing boards are each responsible for one or more institutions. In

the four segmented stru c t u res in this study—Michigan, California, New Yo r k

and Florida—the state agencies’ authority over work processes appears in-
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s u fficient to affirm those market forces that are seen as adverse to the inter-

ests of higher education institutions. The Michigan higher education system

p rovides the primary current example of virtually total segmentation.

In the two states in this study that have federal systems, Illinois and

Texas, the state agencies appear to have sufficient authority over all four of

the work processes to achieve reasonable balance—on an ongoing basis—

between the interests of the institutions and the imperatives of the market. 

System design is affected by the number and type of public institutions

and the missions assigned to each, and it in turn affects how the private

sector intersects with the public institutions. In states like California and

Florida, where large numbers of students are re q u i red to complete their fir s t

two years of postsecondary study in a community college, the overall system

of higher education operates more efficiently than in states such as Georg i a ,

w h e re two-year institutions are less effectively used. Evidence on the effi-

ciency of utilizing the private sector is less clear, but including the private

sector in higher education planning, as in Illinois, enhances student choice

and limits the tensions that can otherwise fla re between public and private

institutions, as in New York. Where two- and four-year institutions are com-

ponents of the same system, as in New York and Georgia, governing board s

attend to articulation concerns. Where they are not, as in Florida and

California, legislatures must find ways of requiring institutions with diff e r-

ent missions to work together. Federal systems like Texas and Illinois have

the capacity to address articulation issues, but may use that capacity re l u c-

tantly in the interests of avoiding confrontations with influential state offi-

cials and higher education leaders. 

3. The Operational or Work Processes Level 

Work processes include the important day-to-day practices and pro c e d u re s

of governance and administration: information management, budgeting,

p rogram allocation, and articulation and collaboration. Through these opera-

tional tools or levers of public policy, elected and appointed leaders stre n g t h-

en either market or institutional influ e n c e .

Information Management. The lack of information about a system of higher ed-

ucation—particularly about institutional and overall statewide perform-

ance—weakens both market and state influence, and renders accountability

d i fficult. Information can be collected and made available in ways to

s t rengthen market forces if it is directed toward clients or consumers and

their decisions—as in Illinois. Or information can be collected for purposes of

regulation, as in New York, which may be in the interests either of the market

or of some or all institutions.
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B u d g e t i n g. The methods a state uses to allocate financial support of higher ed-

ucation can be nearly as important as the amount of that support. Block

grants or base budgets that are uniformly adjusted for all colleges and uni-

versities are the most deferential to institutional, academic interests. On the

other hand, budgets that are adjusted on the basis of institutional perform-

ance (e.g., student retention or achievement of specified outcomes) seek to in-

fluence institutional behavior in the direction of public priorities. And budg-

ets that re q u i re institutions to compete for public support on the basis of

explicit public policy objectives seek to stimulate greater responsiveness to

the market. In the latter cases, the market is affected by state-established pri-

orities and by public dollars that flow to support those priorities. State stu-

dent financial aid programs re p resent the most aggressive market strategy

because these programs move the locus of decision-making that determines

the flow of state dollars outside the institution. There are many variations

and combinations of these appro a c h e s .

P rogram Planning. How are the missions and programmatic allocations of col-

leges and universities established? How much choice is available for stu-

dents? What, if any, are the constraints against redundancy and unnecessary

p rogram duplication? Is the use of private institutions or out-of-state institu-

tions encouraged or discouraged? How is the match between public needs

and available programs determined, and by whom? The policy mechanisms

to respond to these questions can, at one extreme, be market-driven, encour-

aging competition. Or, at the other extreme, they can be institutionally

driven, encouraging proliferation of high-cost programs that re flect faculty

p re f e rences (often characterized as mission creep). Most states regulate the

establishment of new programs, and some extend this control to termination

of existing ones. States can authorize or refuse to authorize institutions to op-

erate within their boundaries, including private, nonpro fit institutions. Some

d i ff e rentiation of mission—a regulatory function—is probably needed to

a s s u re a range of choices in the student marketplace. Yet excessive re g u l a t o r y

power can stifle competition, encourage cartel-like behavior, raise prices and

costs, and diminish student choice.

Articulation and Collaboration. States can defer to institutions on matters of col-

laboration and articulation, or they can establish policies, incentives and ac-

countability to facilitate these processes. The absence of actions fostering col-

laboration tends to restrict student mobility and discourage institutional

cooperation. Ineffectual articulation policies defer to the pre f e rences of those

who ultimately grant degrees, primarily faculty of baccalaureate-granting in-

s t i t u t i o n s .
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Aligning Policy Direction across the Three Policy Levels 

U s u a l l y, neither problems nor solutions are found exclusively at any one

level of policy direction. At each level, state policy makers respond to incen-

tives and disincentives using whatever tools they are given by the system’s

design and associated work processes. In the short term, it is relatively easy

for governmental and higher education leaders to influence matters at the

work processes or operational policy level. This is one reason why solutions

at this level are attractive—for example, revising a budgetary formula or

giving a state agency additional authority. Tools at the operational policy

level are legitimate and important ones that should be employed when ap-

p ropriate. But it is essential that all work processes be informed by an appro-

priate system design and consistent policy directions. If they are not, incon-

sistency among the work processes can produce policy frustration and

gridlock. Over the long term, it is the alignment of the four work pro c e s s e s

with the state policy environment and with the system design that makes

them effective or ineffective in leveraging performance.

C o m p a red to the operational level, the system design level is more diffi-

cult to employ as an element of policy direction. We have already noted that

higher education leaders almost uniformly prefer their current system

design, however config u red, over any possible alternative. The same can be

said of most legislators. Changing a system design inevitably creates winners

and losers. Anumber of programs and campuses of the State University of

New York, for instance, would have been losers had the system been forc e d

to respond effectively to the governor’s budget cuts. Ultimately, the New

York State Senate made sure all campuses survived. At the City University of

New York, professional values and the unions that re p resented them were

outraged by the chancellor’s strategic endeavor to reduce the number of du-

plicative programs, and to align faculty numbers in specific fields with stu-

dent interests. In California, a changing environment for higher education

has so far evoked only those campus-replicating responses that each public

segment had long held as a normal part of its individual re p e r t o r y. Cro s s - s e g-

mental responses were conspicuous by their absence.

To say that changing a state’s system design is difficult is not the same as

a rguing that it is impossible. Illinois partially dismantled its “system of sys-

tems” during our study as part of its effort to free individual institutions fro m

what policy leaders saw as excessive and unnecessary regulation. Texas al-

t e red its institutional alignments to give several smaller, more isolated col-

leges and universities the protection and political clout of belonging to a

l a rge and powerful university system. Missions were also changed in Te x a s

to allow institutions serving significant numbers of Latinos to offer a wider

range of graduate programs. We do not believe it was coincidental that our
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examples of design change came mostly from the federal systems.

Segmented and unified systems incorporate many principles of bure a u c r a c y,

especially tendencies to disre g a rd environmental change and to focus on sta-

b i l i t y. Federal systems such as those in Illinois and Texas are designed to be

m o re dynamic. To a greater extent than segmented and unified systems, fed-

eral ones allow for flexibility towards the societal environment and the possi-

bility of change. 

One of the most difficult problems for state public policy is inconsisten-

cy or misalignment of the three policy levels. Misalignment may arise fro m

state attempts to solve a problem at one policy level by measures more ap-

p ropriate to another. Tools appropriate at the operational policy level—for

example, tinkering at the margins of budgetary formulas—would not

achieve the desired result if the problem were at the system design level. Nor

would they be effective in the presence of constitutional constraints that per-

petuate inadequate funding. Misalignment may also result when state gov-

ernment adapts policy incentives aimed at enhancing the influence of market

f o rces without altering the design of a higher education system that has

g rown accustomed to heavy regulation. Although faculty members are at the

leading edge of scholarly and scientific inquiry, their institutions have some-

times been shielded from the marketplace and from state regulation by inde-

pendent governing boards, sometimes bolstered by constitutional status.

One traditional rationale for institutional independence was based on a long-

held consensus that professional academic interests and the public intere s t

w e re identical. Under this consensus, American higher education pro s p e re d

and served the nation and states well for much of its history. 

R e c e n t l y, however, evidence of the erosion of this consensus is appare n t

in controversy over the costs and prices of higher education, student qualifi-

cations for admission, the appropriateness of institutional partnerships with

corporate interests, and the appropriate role of technology in the delivery of

i n s t ruction. With the erosion of consensus, states are increasingly at risk of

having policy environments, system designs and work processes misaligned,

working at cross-purposes. At the work processes level, for example, a state

may offer financial incentives to encourage institutional responsiveness to

the instructional needs of a more diverse group of students while the macro

policy and system design levels encourage a continuing professional and in-

stitutional quest for traditional symbols of prestige. States that fail to addre s s

their systemic alignment will approach higher education reform through a

series or package of discrete endeavors. Such approaches run the risks of mis-

alignment and inconsistency. And, of most practical importance, they are un-

likely to achieve the desired system performance. 
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I V. Conclusion: 
Public Policy and Public Policy Leadership 

in Balancing the Forces of Continuity and Change

The new world marketplace, the dizzying pace of electronic technology, and

the growth in numbers and diversity of the college-age population are socie-

tal factors to which higher education must respond over the coming decades.

To respond adequately, individual colleges and universities will re q u i re the

guidance of state policy. Further, it is in their interest to seek such policy, for,

in its absence, state intervention is likely to take the form of ad hoc, f r a g m e n t-

ed micro-management of institutions.

TH E IM P O RTA N C E O F PU B L I C PO L I C Y

As serious as the challenges facing higher education are likely to be, they can

be met. Amajor strength of American higher education is that college and

university operations are not centrally managed by either state or federal

governments. Yet public policy—not governmental management—has

played, and continues to play, a major role in shaping the responses of the

higher education enterprise to public needs. State governments determine

the governing stru c t u res of public higher education, and many states have

established mechanisms for coordinating public and private institutions.

H i s t o r i c a l l y, public policy has been critical during the major transitions that

have shaped modern American higher education—that is, the creation of

land grant universities in the 19t h c e n t u r y, the development of the A m e r i c a n

re s e a rch university, the establishment of community colleges, and the expan-

sion of access and participation in the post-World War II era. 

In the international context, the American system of higher education

has been appropriately characterized as “market-driven.” This feature has

been particularly emphasized by scholars who have contrasted it to the ro l e s

that European central governments play in relation to their systems of higher

education. They cite the decentralized character of our national system, the

existence of a non-governmental private sector, and diversified funding

s o u rces. These and the U.S. federal government’s emphasis on policies that

s t rengthen market strategies—need-based student financial assistance and

competitive re s e a rch funding—sharply differ from the centralized and bu-

reaucratic models of governance and funding that re p resent historical pat-

terns elsewhere .2 0

Although public policy concerning higher education in the United

States can be distinguished by its market-like characteristics, states have been

much less market-oriented than the federal government in supporting
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higher education. States have, it is true, delegated extensive authority to lay

b o a rds, and most academic and internal re s o u rce allocations are institutional

p re rogatives. Nonetheless, the major leaning of state public policies is to-

w a rds the institution, not the market. In fact, one effect of decentralization

and lay governance at the state level, especially when augmented by consti-

tutional status, has been to insulate colleges and universities from both state

regulation and market influences. In this context, most states have selectively

asserted public policy priorities through regulatory statutes and varying,

centralized stru c t u res for governance. Much the same can be said of state

higher education finance: state appropriations to public colleges and univer-

sities are based largely on workload measures or acro s s - t h e - b o a rd, incre m e n-

tal adjustments to prior year budgets. The bulk of re s e a rch funding pro v i d e d

by states is not allocated on the basis of competition or peer re v i e w, but sup-

ports reduced teaching responsibilities for all regular faculty in public re-

s e a rch universities. Avery small portion of state financial support of higher

education is devoted to portable student financial assistance. In these re-

spects, the state emphasis has been mainly on institutional capacity-building

and on maintaining institutional assets. One might characterize the state ro l e

as a counterweight to the market direction of federal policies. Most states

have taken an approach to public policy that has been much more closely

aligned with institutional strategies.

This institutional focus notwithstanding, states vary considerably in the

ways their system designs and policies have combined to balance institution-

al and market forces. These variations are important in influencing the per-

formance of higher education. In the 1990s, market forces both within and

outside the control of state policy altered the higher education landscape. In

the first half of the decade, states reduced subsidies for higher education,

shifting costs to students.2 1 Federal and state student financial assistance, pri-

marily in the form of loans, increased signific a n t l y. Technological transforma-

tions, new providers of higher education, and new federal tax policies in-

c reased competition among institutions and off e red new choices for many

students. Federal tax legislation in 1997 gave states an incentive to further

reduce institutional subsidies by shifting costs to the federal government

t h rough higher tuition. In addition, although it is too early to identify any

pattern of response, statewide governance systems are coming under in-

c reased scrutiny and pre s s u re. Legislators in several states, including one of

the seven states we studied, have adopted re o rganization plans for higher

e d u c a t i o n .2 2 Legislators in other states have experimented with new ap-

p roaches to the public finance of higher education.23 

Public policy has been a major force in setting the course of colleges and

universities in the past. And it will be an equally important factor
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impeding or supporting American higher education’s adaptation to new

public needs in a changing policy environment. 

TH E IM P O RTA N C E O F STAT E PO L I C Y LE A D E R S H I P

It is difficult to convey a sense of urgency without sounding alarmist. But it is

u rgent—very urgent—that state leaders carefully assess the current and

p rospective performance of their higher education systems against their

state’s needs and policy goals. Section I above (see page 1) enumerates some

of the far- reaching changes in social, demographic, and economic conditions,

as well as shifting values and standards, that higher education will face in the

coming years. Responding to these challenges while preserving the best of

higher education’s legacies will re q u i re leadership of the highest ord e r. It will

also re q u i re, we believe, higher education policies and stru c t u res that re c o g-

nize the tension between external forces—characterized here as the market—

and the interests and values of higher education institutions and academic

p rofessionals. Without such considered assessment, both states and the insti-

tutions will act in a policy vacuum, and will be at the mercy of short-term and

short-sighted political pre s s u res that so often lead to unforeseen, negative

c o n s e q u e n c e s .

Depending on the results of assessment, state policies can tilt the bal-

ance between the market and institutional interests one way or the other.

T h e re is no magic in the strategies that they can use. The appropriate role of

states is to use the policy tools at their disposal at each level—policy enviro n-

ment, system design and work processes—that will most likely result in the

d e s i red education performance. And desired performance is more likely to

be reached if policies and strategies are adopted with explicit understanding

of these three levels of policy, of the tools available at each level, and of the

need for coherence or alignment within and among the tools and the policy

levels. 

Issues of continuity and change underlie the tensions between the

market and institutional or professional values. Change is implicit in policies

that re s t ru c t u re decision-making and finance with the aim of making institu-

tional behavior more sensitive to external forces, such as student demand,

economic development needs, and state policy goals. Change is implicit also

in policies that decentralize, deregulate, encourage competition, or pro v i d e

financial support to students or to institutions based upon specified perform-

ance or outcomes. In these instances, market forces “steer” institutional be-

havior toward change. On the other hand, continuity is re p resented by poli-

cies and stru c t u res that insulate institutions from external demands and

short-term pre s s u res, promote constitutional protection, use central 
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authority to buffer campuses from societal pre s s u res, and finance colleges

and universities based on institutionally defined needs and priorities.

State policies continually, almost always implicitly, balance change and

c o n t i n u i t y. From time to time, however, it is necessary to revisit the balance or

mix deliberately and explicitly. At these times, finding the appropriate bal-

ance challenges policy makers. Market-oriented strategies can promote re-

sponsiveness to societal change and ward off some of the dangers of

“ p rovider driven” institutions that are responsive primarily to their own in-

t e rests at the expense of service to society. Strategies focused on institutions,

on the other hand, can protect the enormous asset that higher education re p-

resents in each state, and can sustain areas of scholarship and instru c t i o n

whether or not they are currently in vogue. 

Each historical era may call for a diff e rent balance. The institution-

building period benefited from stru c t u res and policies that insulated colleges

and universities from external forces, and asserted public interests thro u g h

regulation and centralized stru c t u res. Our re s e a rch suggests that this institu-

tion-building period is closing. In contrast to it, the conditions of the early

2 1s t century may call for state policies that make greater use of public invest-

ment to stru c t u re market forces, forces to which institutions, system designs

and work processes will be expected to respond. 

The search for balance between continuity and change thus will be

wide-ranging over the coming decades, as states and colleges and universi-

ties seek to balance market forces and academic professional values. They

may be assisted in this process by the experience of other states. But the bal-

ance must be struck one state at a time, in the context of each state’s unique

needs and capacities. We are confident that this balance can result in an array

of colleges and universities that will be responsive to society’s changing

needs. These institutions may or may not look like those of today. But howev-

er they are governed or stru c t u red, they can be responsive to societal change,

continuing to support America’s place in the new world economy and edu-

cating all of its motivated and qualified citizens. At the same time, they can

continue to perform their core functions, preserving knowledge of the past,

passing it on to the present and creating it for the future. We are optimistic

about what state higher education systems c a n be, but warn that what they

w i l l be depends on the present foresight and initiative of state policy lead-

ers—our governors and legislators. 
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